yite them frequently and we got to know each other pretty well. So well,
in fact, that they would sometimes put an arm around me and say, 'But
no, it cannot be that you are an American! Surely you are a Russian!'
'No,' I would answer, 'I am very much an American. And so are you!
It isn't that we are one or the other but alike, that's all.'
But they would say, 'We don't like Americans.'
'Well, the reason for that is that you really know Americans. The
ones you would like don't come here often. Come to America and see
them where and as they really live and you will like Americans. The
travelled ones aren't the natural or even the more cultivated ones. I can
think of a dozen American men with whom the princess (Cheremissinof)
would fall in love and the Countess C, Countess Metaxa, and Countess
Lubienski, too, Perhaps you would like our American men better than
our women. I don't know. The women can be awfully nice. Your men
would like them. They aren't too much like the movie stars you see. The
little shop girls take the stars for patterns, but our American women, those
not Frenchified too much nor Anglicized out of their natural lives, would
resemble Russian ladies more than any other nationality. I assure you—
you would like us at home.
'Nobody likes us abroad because the best of us don't go much abroad.'
And this little speech to the Russian refugees in Tokio twenty-five years
ago goes for the proletariat in Moscow today. There is something native
to present-day Russians which is also native to Americans. It is the sim-
plicity of freedom. Or should I say the freedom of simplicity? Strange that
I could see but little difference between the women of the old regime and
the women of the new. The men? Yes, there was a difference there.
I love the Russian spirit. I am glad my wife speaks Russian. She was a
wonderful interpreter for me and frequently cleared up points for them.
She was educated in Russia even though it was under the old regime, so
she speaks the soft beautiful language like a native. Soviet Russia and
Usonia are capable of perfect understanding and sympathy. It is inevitable.
But the Russians are richer in human content and in colourful spirit
owing to their Oriental heritage. I, too, think they combine the East and
the West, The best of us not only have sympathy to give them, but an
experience that might show them much to avoid. I guess we ought to have
a revolution over here.
TO RUSSIA
As the Honoured Guest of tjae Russian People I had coipae to deliver the
following speech from the speaker's box in the great BJall of the Soviets
where the famous purge trials were held, Inasmuch as I couldn't speak
the language, I wrote the $peech and had the text translated, by Pravda.
The translation was carefully checked by Olgivanna before giving it tp
Colle, the President of the, Institute of Architects, to.read. 11 spoke tfce
introduction and conclusion leaving him to read tjie .body of the text, T3^f
was filled ta overflowing with six hundred architects from aft tjae
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